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The CTM™ service supports a wide variety of money market instruments today (both conventional and
Islamic) including those traded in the secondary market with no registered ISIN. Overnight and short term
time deposits leverage client’s surplus cash to generate interest, typically lasting from overnight to months,
although the transactions may include roll-overs or early termination.
This document identifies best practice for matching time deposits in CTM even when there is no registered
ISIN and no secondary market. It also identifies key CTM pairing and matching fields required to reach Match
Agreed between lender and borrower.
CTM provides many key advantages when used for matching time deposits:
l
l
l

Ensures that the economic terms of the trade are agreed between both parties.
Leverages existing workflow to manage exceptions.
Reduces operational and settlement risk with timely delivery of settlement instructions to custodians.

Identifying Time Deposit Instruments
Matching new short-dated overnight money market securities (also known as time deposits) in CTM requires
community adoption of a standard naming convention for a security code if no local numbering agency
generates a registered ISIN. This is normally the case when there is no secondary market as the transaction
remains bilateral between two parties.
New functionality in CTM introduced in early 2016 generates a default security and numbering agency code
only if not provided when the trade is submitted to CTM and where Type of Financial Instrument is set to
TIME.
Note the following:
l

The default Security Code field value for time deposits uses the following format:
TIMECCYsdDD
Where
TIME is the string "TIME" that represents a time deposit.
CCY is the ISO currency code of the time deposit.
sd is the string "sd" that represents settlement date.
DD is the Settlement Date (not to be confused with Maturity Date).
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Example
For a money market time deposit in Malaysian Ringgit that settles on the 21st of the month, use:
TIMEMYRsd21.
l
l

The default Numbering Agency Code field defaults to OTHR.
If investment managers or broker/dealers explicitly populate the Security Code for time deposits, CTM requires the
same Security Code format (TIMECCYsdDD) to ensure Level 1 (L1) pairing.

Vendor Dependencies
Many investment managers and some broker/dealers depend on trading systems from third-party vendors to perform
inventory management, position keeping, and order management. The field names listed in this document may require
some vendors to accommodate minor changes to how Security Code fields are captured and entered.

Matching Logic
Omgeo CTM performs pairing at both the block (L1) and matching at allocation (L2) level as described in Matching
Process.
CTM two-level central matching process comprised of:
l
l

Level 1 (L1) pairing
Level 2 (L2) matching

L1 Pairing
Table 1 lists the L1 pairing fields on blocks and allocations and the typical equivalent field in client's middle-office
systems. They are all required fields.
Table 1 L1 Pairing Fields
TradeLevel (Block)
BuySellIndicator
DealPrice—DealPrice is not a default L1 pairing field. CTM uses this field as a tie-breaker.
ExecutingBroker—CTM supports broker matching groups, a mechanism that automatically selects an executing broker from preconfigured group.
InstructingParty
QuantityOfTheBlockTrade
SecurityCode—SecurityCode is a normalized value. CTM cross-references and pairs it with the preferred identifier of your counterparty. Even if
the identifiers are different, CTM pairs and matches on values you and your counterparty supply.
TradeDateTime—CTM pairs on the date component of TradeDateTime only.
TradeDetail (Allocation)
AccountID
QuantityAllocated—CTM uses this field as a tie-breaker.

Recommended L2 Matching Fields
Level 2 (L2) matching ensures that selected fields, such as trade amounts and broker commissions, are within the
tolerance the investment manager has specified. L2 matching enables investment managers to customize the matching
process to meet their business needs. They select the fields to match from the list of eligible L2 matching fields and
decide the matching rules and tolerances for each field.
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The fields in Table 2 have been identified as data to be provided on time deposit transactions between counterparties as
part of a best practice.
Table 2 Recommended L2 Matching Fields
Field Name

Required/
Optional

Client Equivalent/Notes

Block (TradeLevel)
Coupon Rate

Optional

Dated Date

Optional

Maturity Date

Optional

Number of Days Accrued

Optional

Party Capacity Indicator

Optional

Place of Trade

Optional

Price (TL) / DealPrice

Required

% Per annum rate (365/day convention)

Settlement Date

Required

Value date

Stipulations Non-Standard

Optional

Fiduciary Responsibility Y/N (Yes/No)

Total Accrued Interest Amount

Optional

Total Trade Amount

Required

Trade Commissions

Optional

Trade Conditions

Optional

Traded Currency Code (ISO CCY)

Required

ISO Currency Code

Yield

Optional

Interest rate. Highly recommended if you can supply it. Amount value of interest
rate should be expressed as nn.nn at minimum (for example, 1.75).

Accrued Interest Amount

Optional

Interest amount

Charges Or Taxes

Optional

Commissions

Optional

Detail Level Party Capacity Indicator (TD)

Optional

Net Cash Amount

Required

PSET

Optional

Quantity Allocated

Required

Settlement Amount (Allocation)

Optional

Settlement Transaction Condition Indicator

Optional

TradeLevel (block) composite that indicates the trade (deal) amount. The
currency type determines the precision.

Allocation (TradeDetail)

Repayment amount
Actual Order Quantity or Principal

For more information about L1 and L2 fields, see the Matching Process.

Processing Money Market Variants
There are several types of short-term money market time deposit transactions that should be considered by investment
managers, custodians, and broker/dealers in automating the CTM workflow:
l
l
l
l
l
l

New placement
Roll-over principal
Roll-over principal plus interest
Roll-over principal and top-up
Roll-over principal plus interest and top-up
Partial roll-over principal/partial withdrawal
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l
l

Partial roll-over principal plus interest/partial withdrawal
Premature/uplift the current placement

Currently, CTM, only generates MT541/543 messages for debt/equity asset class settlement and not for time deposits.

Related Documents and Training
For related documents and training in the DTCC Learning Center, go to Institutional Trade Processing → CTM,
specifically Certificates of Deposit and Commercial Papers.

Questions?
The DTCC Client Center provides general assistance and technical help. Visit www.dtcc.com/client-center to:
l
l
l

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Search the knowledge base
Obtain contact information
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